
Tyrespan is just one of the fantastic custom racking solutions you can order from Rackman Australia.

Constructed from modified pallet racking or longspan shelving components, we can create a strong and 
sturdy system to store a wide range of tyre types and sizes.

Not only is this system strong, versatile, and easily assembled, it’s perfect for storing all passenger, 
commercial and truck tyres.
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Distributed Australia wide, dealing with our 
supplier directly

Cost effective with the ability to change the 
layout and/or add on more product

Structure is light weight and robust with 
variable heights, depths and lengths for a 
variety of product and layouts

FEATURES
Non-corrosive and easy to assemble kits

Space saving and organised storage solution 
that takes advantage of unused vertical space

Quick and easy product access

Easy identification and picking of product

BENEFITS
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TESTIMONIAL
We needed a reliable and economical tyre racking 
system that was both versatile in application and 

design.

Rackman Australia has always provided us with a 
reliable service and are professional to deal with, 

backed with a quality product that is well suited to 
our needs.

Along with this, they have a genuine desire to assist 
us in ensuring we have a positive outcome for our 

projects.

WHY DID YOU NEED THIS PRODUCT?

HOW DID YOU DISCOVER US?

We have an existing relationship with Darryn Rigg, 
Owner and Director of Rackman Australia and value 

working relationships with clients and suppliers.

Our dealings are always positive.

WHY PURCHASE FROM US?

Yes, all our requirements were met, and our 
objectives achieved.

DID THE PRODUCT MEET YOUR NEEDS?

IAIN WILLIAMS
DIRECTOR OF EBS BUILDING

Across the board, we are very pleased with 
Rackman Australia’s product, delivery, and cost 

effectiveness.

ARE YOUR PRODUCTS SATISFACTORY?


